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Opinnäytetyönä tehdyn projektin tavoitteena oli piirilevykäsittelijän näyttö- ja 
logiikkasovellusten päivitykset sekä laitteen dokumentaation tarkastus ja päivitys.  
 
Näyttöpäivityksen (HMI) tarkoituksena oli tuottaa laitteelle näyttösovellus, joka on 
valmiina tulevaisuuden integrointia varten. Näyttösovelluspäivitys toteutettiin 
käyttäen pohjana ja referenssinä saman käsittelijätuoteperheen pidemmälle 
kehitettyä laitetta ja sen näyttösovellusta. Näyttöpäivitys toteutettiin Beijer iX 
Developer kehitysympäristössä.  
 
Logiikkasovelluspäivitys (PLC) toteutettiin pohjautuen pidemmälle kehitetyn 
laitteen ohjelmistoon, aikaisempiin kehityshuomioihin sekä sovellustestauksen ja 
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Työn lopputuloksena piirilevykäsittelijän käyttämät HMI- ja PLC-ohjelmistot 
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käyttöohjeen viimeistelyä varten koottiin vaadittavat muutokset sisällään pitävä 
dokumentti ja laitteen vuokaaviot tarkastettiin sekä korjattiin vastaamaan nykyistä 
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This project was done as the author’s bachelor’s thesis. The objectives set at the 
beginning of the project included the update of a PCB handler’s HMI and PLC 
programs along with the review and revision of associated documentation. 
 
The purpose of the HMI update was to enhance the machine’s GUI usability, fur-
ther develop its HMI software based on development done on a more advanced 
M-series machine’s HMI and enable the future integration of a HMI with a larger 
screen size to the PCB handler. The updates were carried out in the Beijer iX 
Developer development environment. 
 
The aim of the PLC program update was to further develop the software based 
on work done on a more advanced M-series PCB handler, previously made de-
velopment notes and things noted during testing and development of the pro-
gram. Software development was done using Omron CX-Programmer.  
 
The machine’s flowcharts and the operator level user manual were updated to 
match current machine functionality.  
 
The bachelor’s thesis report contains details on the project’s definition, planning, 
execution and results alongside the theory, equipment and tools used to carry it 
out.  
 
As a result of the software productization project the machine’s PLC and HMI 
software were updated to match the latest functionalities according to defined 
references, the machine’s flowcharts now match its functionality and the user 
manual is ready to be updated in the future by the JOT documentation depart-
ment based on the compilation document.  
 
 

Keywords: Programmable logic, graphical user interface, programming, com-
missioning, test handling. 
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GLOSSARY 

BCR: Bar code reader.  

C#: C Sharp. Programming language. 

CPU: Central Processing Unit.  

DUT: Device under Test.  

FBD: Function Block Diagram programming. An IEC-61131 compliant program-

ming language. 

FINS: Factory Interface Network Service. 

GUI: Graphical User Interface. Visible on the HMI.  

HMI: Human-Machine Interface. A part of the machine’s UI. 

IDE: Integrated Development Environment. 

IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission. An international standardization 

organization. 

JOT: JOT Automation Ltd. Referred to as ’JOT’, ‘company’ or ‘commissioner’. 

LD: Ladder Diagram programming. An IEC-61131 compliant programming lan-

guage. 

M1: A JOT Automation test handler. Referred to as ‘handler’, ‘machine’ or ‘M1’. 

M5: A JOT Automation test handler. Referred to as ‘M5’. 

PCB: Printed Circuit Board. 

PID: Proportional-integral-derivative. A control type used in process control. 

PLC: Programmable Logic Controller.  
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SCADA: Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. A PC based process control 

and monitoring system used as an interface for industrial controllers.  

SMEMA: IPC SMEMA-9851:2007. An equipment interface standard.  

ST: Structured Text programming. An IEC-61131 compliant programming lan-

guage. 

UDP: User Datagram Protocol. Network communication protocol. 

UI: User Interface. Includes the HMI and all mechanical parts of the interface. 

UINT: 32-bit unsigned integer value. Up to 232 (4 294 967 296, decimal value). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This document details the execution of a PCB handler software productization 

project commissioned by JOT Automation Ltd (JOT) done as the author’s bach-

elor’s thesis during autumn 2019. The primary objectives of the project are the 

further development of the JOT M1 test handler’s PLC and HMI software and the 

review and revision of its documentation according to updated specifications and 

features. 

The project consists of four parts: the review and updating of the M1 test handler 

functionality specifications (flowcharts), the updating of the Human-Machine In-

terface (HMI) software, the further development of the machine’s Programmable 

Logic Controller (PLC) software and the updating of the machine’s user manual. 

The updates are based on earlier solutions. 

This document goes through the definition, theory, planning, execution and re-

sults of the project. The execution of the project itself is divided into five somewhat 

overlapping phases: starting, definition, planning, execution and closing phases. 

The project is executed using the modified waterfall model that enables the flex-

ible planning and execution of phases.  

JOT Automation Ltd is a company specializing in the design and manufacture of 

automated electronics handling, testing and assembly solutions. Its products and 

solutions serve clients globally in a wide range of industries. The company has 

been headquartered in Oulu area since its inception in 1988 and has offices in 7 

different countries. Since June 2018 it has been a part of Suzhou Victory Preci-

sion Manufacture Co. Ltd. (1.) 
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2 PROJECT DEFINITION 

This chapter defines the project objectives. The project was commissioned by 

JOT Automation Ltd in August 2019 and the execution begun immediately. The 

baseline goals and milestones for the further development of the M1 test handler 

were defined during a starting meeting held on 15.8.2019. The set milestones are 

part of the larger goal of productization of the handler’s software. 

At the heart of the project was the need to bring the M1 up to par with the M5 test 

handler in terms of software functionality (where applicable, clarification in chap-

ter 2.3) and usability.  

2.1 Machine Specifications Update 

The review and update of the machine’s existing flowcharts is needed due to 

changed handler specifications. The existing released flowcharts are made for an 

older version of the machine that among other things makes use of physical 

switches instead of an HMI for manual machine control. A version of the machine 

equipped with an HMI was first created in July 2017. The latest flowchart version 

is from May 2017. 

The accuracy of the flowcharts is to be determined by comparing them to the 

current and upcoming handler features and functionality. 

In case a need for changes emerges, the current version of the flowchart is to be 

revised to match the updated machine functionality. The machine’s software up-

dates are to be executed based on the updated flowchart. 

The flowchart will be reviewed again upon completion of the HMI and PLC soft-

ware’s in case changes have happened. 

2.2 HMI Software Update 

The Human-Machine Interface (HMI) software is to be updated to match the set 

general look and user experience of the M-series product family. This update 
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includes a total facelift to match the visuals of the M5, a password protection 

overhaul and a change to a larger HMI screen size.  

The current Beijer X2 Base 5 HMI is set to be replaced by the Beijer X2 Base 7. 

This change increases the HMI’s display size from 5 inches to 7 inches while the 

resolution stays the same. It will further enhance the machine’s user experience 

as the larger screen is noticeably easier to use. The Beijer X2 Base 7 screen is 

also used in other JOT Automation machines and thus the generifying of the 

screens in use will affect maintenance, upkeep and spare part availability posi-

tively. 

The changes are made to unify the user interface design between the JOT M1 

and M5 test handlers. The HMI is currently only implemented into the PLC soft-

ware of the machine‘s demo-version and as such needs to be implemented into 

the actual product’s software. 

Upon completion of the HMI and PLC software updates they both need to be 

tested to verify functionality. 

2.3 PLC Software Update 

The M1 test handler’s PLC software is to be updated to match the current needs 

and specifications.  

At the beginning of the project the machine’s software was not in a condition 

where it could easily be implemented into a newly manufactured machine due to 

changed features and HMI integration. The PLC software update’s objective is to 

make a ready-to-use software capable of being applied to new M1 test handlers 

equipped with an HMI. 

The goal is to review, update and enhance the existing M1 test handler software 

based on the M5 test handler software where applicable. During the process the 

program will also be cleaned up of unnecessary I/O’s, code and program net-

works. Internal machine specific features will also be combed through. 
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One major difference between the M1 and the M5 comes from the PLC’s used: 

the M1 uses an Omron CP1L-EM PLC and the M5 uses an Omron NX1P2 PLC. 

This difference means that the two test handler’s software solutions will never be 

exactly the same as the tools used to program the two PLC’s are different: the 

M1 PLC is programmed with Omron CX-Programmer and the M5 PLC is pro-

grammed with Omron Sysmac Studio. This, however, opens up further develop-

ment possibilities. 

Upon completion of the HMI and PLC software updates they both need to be 

tested to verify functionality. 

2.4 User Manual Update 

The M1 test handler’s user manual contents are to be updated to match the cur-

rent operator level functionality. This mainly concerns the use of the updated HMI 

software and the changes it causes to the usage of the machine.  

The entire user manual is reviewed to see whether any other changes need to be 

made. 

The user manual update will be carried out by the document department of JOT 

Automation Ltd. The contents of the update are to be compiled by the thesis au-

thor. 
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3 THEORY 

This chapter goes through the equipment, tools and standards used during the 

planning and execution of the project. The chapter takes a look at the thesis’ 

subjects in a more general fashion. Additionally this chapter includes a section 

detailing some of the core functionalities and differences between the JOT M1 

and the M5 test handlers.  

3.1 JOT M1 Test Handler 

The JOT M1 test handler (picture 1) is a modular, low-volume test handler capa-

ble of being up-scaled by connecting it to a production line with other M-Test 

System machines. (2.) The M1 test handler’s modularity comes from being able 

to be used with any single 2-7 U (Unit, a space unit) JOT M10 Series Test Box 

according to the user’s needs.  

The M1 can process DUT’s (Device under test) ranging from 80 x 50 mm (Length 

x Width) to 300 x 200 mm (L x W). (3.) It is IPC SMEMA 9851:2007 (SMEMA) 

compliant. The handler features a single board transfer system with a segmented 

conveyor built-in. It supports all SMEMA compliant electrical interface signal lines 

(board available, machine ready, pass/fail board coming/going). 

The handler’s primary function is to drive DUT’s to the connected test box and 

then drive them out accompanied by a test result signal (pass/fail).  

The PLC controlling the M1 test handler is a CP1L-EM40. The CP1L-EM40 has 

built-in Ethernet capability which is used in the M1 to communicate with the test 

box, the test PC and the HMI.  

The demo version of the M1 test handler is equipped with a Beijer Electronics X2 

Base 5 HMI and features a Microscan Vision Mini code reader.  
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PICTURE 1. JOT M1 test handler. (2.) 

3.1.1 IPC SMEMA-9851:2007 

The IPC SMEMA-9851:2007 is an equipment interface specification standard for 

board transfer manufacturing systems of surface-mounted Printed Circuit Boards 

(PCB). The standard specifies the minimum mandatory requirements that a con-

veyor-to-conveyor transport system has to meet along with non-mandatory spec-

ifications. By doing so it also sets some guidelines for machine mechanical de-

sign. The standard is not a complete specification of a system’s interface. The 

2007 version of the standard supersedes the SMEMA 1.2 standard. (4.) 
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PICTURE 2. SMEMA Electrical Interface Schematic (4.) 

The SMEMA standard electrical interface (picture 2) includes two mandatory and 

a single optional signal line for communication between production line machines: 

the “Board Available” (BA) and “Machine Ready” (NB, not busy) signals are man-

datory for SMEMA systems and the “Board Pass/Fail” signal is optional. Board 

Pass/Fail signal was added in the 2007 version of the standard.  

More details including functional descriptions and timing diagrams available in 

appendix 2. 

3.2 JOT M5 Test Handler 

The JOT M5 (picture 3) is a modular test handler suitable for high-mix and high-

volume production. It is a part of the M-Test System machine lineup and supports 

the same M10 Series Test Boxes as the M1. It features space for up to five 4 U 

test boxes (20 U total).  (14.) 
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The M5’s primary purpose, much like the M1’s, is to drive incoming DUT’s to a 

connected, correct test box. Where it differs from the M1 is that is supports the 

testing and handling of multiple different products (high-mix production).  

 

PICTURE 3. JOT M5 Test handler. (15.) 
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The M5 features automatic width adjustment functionality. Width to be used can 

be set manually or fetched from a product database. The M5 can process DUT’s 

with dimensions ranging from 80 x 50 mm (Length x Width) to 300 x 200 mm (L 

x W). The maximum DUT top and bottom side heights are 50 mm and 25 mm 

respectively. The M5 supports all SMEMA compliant electrical interface signals.  

The M5 supports a product database of up to 50 saved product configurations. 

The product configuration parameters include component height, board thick-

ness, length and width.  

The M5 is controlled by an Omron NX1P2 PLC and is programmed with Omron 

Sysmac Studio. A Beijer X2 Base 7 HMI is used for monitoring, operation and 

service purposes. The NX1P2 features built-in Ethernet and EtherCAT ports for 

communication with other parts and peripherals of the test system such as the 

lift’s servo motors. 

3.2.1 M1 compared to M5 

The JOT M1 and M5 test handlers both feature the same core idea: the automa-

tion of PCB testing. Both machines achieve this goal using a patented conveyor 

system, a lift and an integrated test box control interface. Both machines can 

make use of the same test boxes with the key difference being the amount sup-

ported: the M5 supports up to 5 test boxes while the M1 only supports a single 

box.  

The M1 features manual width adjustment and a three segmented conveyor. The 

conveyor’s 1st and 3rd segments are normal conveyors and the 2nd, middle seg-

ment, is a lift conveyor. The middle segment’s lift is driven down and back up in 

order to drive an incoming PCB to a test box. Manual width adjustment means 

that in order to change the type of tested PCB the user has to unlock the non-

fixed side of the conveyor and reposition it correctly.  

The M5 features a lift conveyor: both the lift and the conveyor are built into a 

single entity controlled with servo motors. The lift conveyor has automatic width 
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adjustment meaning that it can adjust itself according to incoming product speci-

fications without the user having to reposition it. 

The supported amount of test boxes and the type of width adjustment in the ma-

chine are key factors in what kind of production the machine supports. In the case 

of M1 and M5, the M5 supports mixed production and high-volume testing while 

the M1 supports lower test volumes with more manual labor required if the PCB 

width changes. 

Both machines support code reading for acquiring incoming PCB specifications 

as an optional feature. The read code, in most cases the product number, is sent 

to a connected test box for product identification. The M5 also supports an inter-

nal (built-in and saved on the controller) product database from which the current 

product information can be set and fetched. 

The M1 software runs on a CP1L-EM PLC and is programmed using CX-Pro-

grammer. The M5 software runs on an NX1P2 PLC and is programmed using 

Sysmac Studio. Both machines feature Beijer X2 Base HMI’s programmed with 

iX Developer.  

3.3 Human-Machine Interface (HMI) 

A human-machine interface (HMI) is a screen or a monitor used in industrial ap-

plications as a part of a system’s user interface (UI). The system’s graphical user 

interface (GUI) is visible on the HMI. HMI’s can be used for monitoring, controlling 

and visualizing processes and associated data. They are typically used for mon-

itoring and communication between the process operator and the process con-

troller such as a programmable logic controller or a PID controller. (20, 21.) 

3.3.1 Beijer X2 Base 7 HMI 

The Beijer Electronics X2 Base 7 (picture 4) features a 7”, 800x480 pixel resolu-

tion TFT-LCD touch panel. The panel’s hardware specifications include a 400 

MHz ARM9 CPU, 128 MB RAM and a 256 MB flash memory of which 200 MB is 
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reserved for user applications. It features a single Ethernet port, 4 serial commu-

nication ports (RS232/422/485) and a single USB port by default.  

The X2 Base line of panels feature a corrosion-proof IP65 rated plastic casing 

meaning that the panel is water jet resistant and wholly dust tight according to 

the IEC 60529 standard. The Finnish SFS-EN 60529 standard’s contents are the 

same and it is used as a reference for the purposes of this thesis due to availa-

bility. (6.) 

The HMI uses Windows Embedded CE 6.0 as its runtime’s operating system. 

(11.) It is programmed using the Beijer iX Developer development environment. 

 

PICTURE 4. Beijer X2 Base 7 HMI (11.) 

3.3.2 Beijer iX Developer  

The Beijer iX Developer is the development environment used for programming 

the X2-series Beijer HMI’s.  
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iX Developer features .NET Framework 4.7.1 compatibility and supports C Sharp 

(C#) programming and Xaml scripting in the IDE. This enables versatile program-

ming of the HMI: the user can choose to use both basic and advanced functions 

according to their project’s needs.  

Basic functions include the premade drag-and-drop style functionalities available 

in iX Developer. Advanced functions consist mainly of user created scripts. These 

scripts can be made in either C# or Xaml languages.  

The Beijer iX Developer IDE supports configuring communications for numerous 

manufacturers’ PLC’s with support for multiple different communication protocols 

including Ethernet/IP, Omron FINS and serial communications. 

3.3.3 IEC 60529/SFS-EN 60529 

The standard consists of the classification of degrees of protection for electrical 

equipment provided by their enclosures. It is applicable for equipment with a rated 

voltage of up to 72.5 kV. The original IEC standard was released in 1989 and has 

had 2 amendments added since: the first in 1999 and the second in 2013. The 

Finnish version of the standard is the SFS-EN 60529. It was released in 2000 

and translated in 2011. (12, p.1.) 

The standard uses a code created with specific, pre-designated elements to indi-

cate the protection class of equipment. It is called the IP Code. It is not to be 

confused with IP address. The code is formed as shown in picture 5.  
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PICTURE 5. Arrangement of the IP Code (18, p. 25.) 

The four parts of the code concern the following: 

 First character after IP: Protection of equipment against ingress of solid 

foreign objects OR protection of persons against access to hazardous 

parts with… 

 Second character after IP: Protection of equipment against ingress of wa-

ter  

 Third character after IP: Protection of persons against access to hazard-

ous parts with… 

 Fourth character after IP: Supplementary information for a specific type of 

test/equipment/condition. 

The chart consisting of the elements and details of the IP Code is included in this 

document as appendix 1. 

3.4 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) 

A programmable logic controller (PLC), or a programmable logic, is used in in-

dustrial applications to control processes and systems. A PLC is a central pro-

cessing unit (CPU) based controller used to execute software stored in its pro-

grammable memory based on input and output sensor data and the instructions 

given.  
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They are designed to enable easy monitoring and programming without requiring 

a lot of programming or development experience, in some cases by maintenance 

personnel (22, ch.1.1.3.) PLC’s employ IEC 61131 standard compliant program-

ming languages (8.) See chapter 3.4.3 for more information on programming lan-

guages.  

PLC’s are designed to withstand and operate in harsh industrial environments 

without failure. This is enabled by resistance to vibrations, noise and air humidity 

and a large scale of operation temperatures.  

PLC’s typically feature all core hardware such as the CPU, the power supply unit 

(PSU), input and output interfaces, communications interfaces and programma-

ble memory built-in. (22, ch.1.2.) 

3.4.1 Omron CP1L-EM40 PLC 

The CP1L-EM40 PLC (picture 6) is manufactured by Omron Corporation. It is 

classified by Omron as a compact PLC with modular features. It features built-in 

Ethernet communications with socket services support, two expansion slots for 

serial communications and analog I/O option boards and support for up to 3 

CP1W-series expansion units in any combination.  

The CP1L-EM40 used in the M1 features 40 built-in digital I/O points. The 40 

points are divided into 24 inputs and 16 sourcing transistor outputs. It also fea-

tures 2 analog inputs. The PLC supports up to 160 I/O points when equipped with 

three 40 point CP1W expansion units. (5, 19.) 
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PICTURE 6. Omron CP1L-EM40 PLC (17.) 

Omron PLC programming and setup are done using Omron CX-Programmer. 

CX-Programmer is a part the CX-One package which contains tools related to 

PLC configuration and functionality.  

The CP1L-EM40 PLC supports IEC 61131-3:2013 standard compliant program-

ming with Function Blocks (FB), Structured Text (ST) and Ladder (LD). (13, 19.)  

3.4.2 Omron CX-Programmer 

CX-Programmer is a logic programming environment developed by Omron. It is 

used to program Omron PLC’s released before the newer N-series PLC’s. It is 

the predecessor of Omron Sysmac Studio and the successor of Omron SYSWIN. 

CX-Programmer is a part of the CX-One automation software package and as 

such to take full advantage of it the user needs access to the rest of the tools, 

too. (7.) 
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CX-Programmer can be used to program PLC’s with Ladder (LD), Structured Text 

(ST) or Sequential Function Chart (SFC) programming languages depending on 

hardware specifications. The most commonly used language is LD. A Statement 

List (STL) language editor is accessible as an option in the ladder program editor.  

The user can create or import IEC 61131-3 compliant Function Blocks in either 

LD or ST languages. These Function Blocks enable the modularization of simple, 

relatively unchanging processes. Not all PLC’s support execution of Function 

Blocks.  

When using CX-Programmer the user must assign I/O’s to specific addresses. 

These addresses can be in either physical (in- or outputs) or work range. The 

physical I/O ranges vary depending on the PLC hardware configuration. The user 

can save memory data to the PLC for use with settings and parameters. This 

memory data can be accessed, read and written to in the user program. 

3.4.3 IEC 61131-3 

The IEC 61131-3:2013 is the 2013 version of the 3rd part of the IEC standard for 

programmable controllers. It concerns PLC programming languages. It sets 

guidelines for languages used in PLC programming and systems. The IEC 61131 

standard group consists of 10 parts concerning PLC’s, their programming, addi-

tional equipment and general guidelines. The standard is developed by the Inter-

national Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). (8.)  

The 10th part (IEC 61131-10) was released in April 2019. It concerns an XML-

based exchange format for importing and exporting of IEC 61131-3 compliant 

projects in XML format. (9.) 

IEC 61131-3:2013 compliant languages include two textual and two graphical 

languages. The supported textual languages are Instruction List (IL, same as 

Statement List) and Structured Text (ST). The supported graphic languages are 

Ladder (LD) and Function Block Diagram (FBD). The standard also includes Se-

quential Function Chart (SFC) for the purpose of defining the structure of PLC 

programs’ and function blocks internal organization. (10.) 
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3.4.4 Omron FINS 

Omron FINS is a network protocol created to enable the communication of Omron 

PLC’s over different physical networks. It is primarily used for device communi-

cation over Ethernet or HostLink (RS232C, RS422A or RS485). Ethernet com-

munications can be done with either TCP- or UDP/IP protocols with UDP/IP com-

munication being the more transport protocol. The default FINS/UDP port is 9600 

but it can be modified in the PLC settings. (16.) 

 

PICTURE 7. Omron FINS network layers (16.)  

In picture 7 the PLC 1 works as a gateway between the Ethernet and Controller 

Link networks. The picture depicts the sending of a command from the Host PC 

to PLC 3 via PLC 1 using two different network protocols. FINS supports up to 

three network layers: in a system such as the one in the above picture a third 

level can be established using either PLC 3 or 4 as a gateway.  
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4 PLANNING 

This chapter includes information about the planning phase of the project. It will 

define the plan used to meet the goals set in the definition phase individually for 

each part of the project. It will also define the tools to be used during execution, 

requirements of each part and any required pre-execution setup or configuration 

modifications.  

The project in its entirety was planned to take place between the starting date 

and the end of October. A comprehensive plan of execution for the project was 

formed at the start of the project with room for possible future changes. This plan 

detailed the dates, timespans and projected completion goals for each phase 

along with meetings, checks and other project milestones. 

The plan of action is formed according to the commissioner’s internal practices 

and prevalent industry standards. 

4.1 Machine Specifications Update 

There are two existing flowchart versions for the M1: an original from February 

2017 and an updated one is from May 2017. Both are to be reviewed and taken 

into account when making updates.  

The review and updates will be done to the May 2017 version. They are to be 

carried out with Microsoft Visio. The main goal is to find out what is missing, what 

needs to be changed and which parts are already up-to-date in the original 

flowchart. The accuracy will be determined by comparing the flowcharts with the 

machine software functionality and contents.  

Among the pre-determined changes to be reviewed is the integration of an HMI 

to the machine and if it has affected machine functionality as described in the 

flowcharts. This integration mainly concerns the service, hardware settings and 

configuration of the M1 software.  
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The HMI and PLC software functionality updates will be done based on the re-

vised handler flowchart.  

4.2 HMI Software Update 

The HMI software update was planned using the JOT M5’s HMI software and the 

revised flowchart as references for functionality. At the end of the project’s exe-

cution phase the user experience of both machines’ HMI’s should be virtually 

identical save for the differences in machine configurations and features. GUI 

menu maps (pictures 8 and 9) were created to help visualize the program struc-

ture and plan the changes to be made. The revised GUI menu map was designed 

to be as close to the M5 navigation scheme as possible. 

 

PICTURE 8. M1 original GUI navigation map. 

The HMI update is to be carried out using Beijer iX Developer. Some of the up-

dates are to be made alongside the PLC software updates to ensure compatibil-

ity. An HMI update is required as a part of the PCB handler software productiza-

tion efforts as the majority of operation is to be done using the HMI and the cur-

rently available HMI software and its PLC integration are lacking. 
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The HMI features under focus are the user interface and graphics, the password 

protection system, test box IP address modification functionality, test box control 

and the change to a larger screen size.  

The HMI update is to be carried out in the following order: 

1. User interface (UI) graphics overhaul including change to a larger screen 

size, 

2. UI element placement, 

3. Password protection modification, 

4. Addition of new functionalities, 

5. Testing of completed modifications.  

The parts 1 through 3 of the above list can be executed entirely in iX Developer 

without concerns about PLC software compatibility. Parts 1 and 2 are entirely 

graphical and they consist mainly of modification, addition and placement of UI 

elements with some changes to the actions linked to the elements. These 

graphics changes will make navigation in the GUI user-friendlier. 

The password protection system will be changed from the existing Log In – Log 

Out implementation to a system prompting the user to input a password when 

they try to access a certain GUI page: e.g. Pass through mode requires a level 1 

(Operator) password, configuration mode requires a level 2 (Service) password 

and hardware settings require a level 3 (JOT) password. The password protection 

system will be programmed with C#.  

The 4th and 5th parts of the above list will be executed at the same time as the 

corresponding PLC software updates. Features to be added or updated include 

machine operation mode control, UI navigational changes and test box control. 

Test box control includes commands for initializing, opening, closing and reset-

ting a test box along with a function for test box IP address modification via HMI. 

The test box IP address modification will be programmed with C#. It will be im-

plemented in the PLC software using ladder programming. 
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PICTURE 9. M1 GUI navigation after update. 

Complete functionality testing will be carried out once the PLC and HMI software 

are up-to-date. The HMI software will be tested on a X2 Base 7 HMI. 

4.3 PLC Software Update 

The M1 PLC software update was planned based on the programming solutions 

used in the M5, the revised M1 flowchart and previously made software develop-

ment plans and the update needs noted by the thesis’ author. Features to be 

added include things that are already implemented in the M5’s software that can 

also be used in the M1 to enhance functionality. The end goal of the PLC and 

HMI updates is the productization of the PCB handler’s software.  

The update is carried out using CX-Programmer and will partially overlap the HMI 

software update. The programming will be done using LD (ladder) programming. 

The update is to be done based on the M1 demo software version. 
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The update will consist of a program clean up, reviewing and updating of GUI 

states and text controls, machine operation mode control, test box control en-

hancements, test box IP address modification changes and general bug fixes.  

The M1 software is not entirely finished and thus contains remnants of previous 

development changes in the form of bypassed program parts and redundant func-

tions. The entire software along with its I/O list will be reviewed and unnecessary 

parts will be cleaned up. The machine’s functionality will be tested along the way 

to ensure nothing breaks. 

The GUI state and text controls in the PLC are lacking. These are to be reviewed 

and updated according to updated specifications and functionalities.  

The machine’s controls are not entirely functional with the HMI integrated. Parts 

of the PLC software controlled with the HMI are to be updated to function cor-

rectly. This includes additions and revisions to operation modes and ensuring 

proper machine mode resetting. Operation modes will be controlled entirely 

based on the HMI state.  

Additional test box controls will be added. A test box IP address setting modifica-

tion program will be created to enable the changing of currently used test box 

easily via the GUI. Modification at the start of the project requires the user to have 

access to the PLC software as the IP is stored in the PLC’s memory and can only 

be changed manually. This makes usage of a test box with an IP differing from a 

preset one difficult. 

A test box reset and initialization command from GUI will be added to the soft-

ware. This makes the setup of a new test box and the solving of possible connec-

tion issues easier as a test box in an error state can be reset without cycling its 

power or using the HTML interface.  

As with the HMI software updates the setup detailed in chapter 5.2 must be done 

before beginning the PLC software updates. Testing of both the HMI and PLC 

software will be done concurrently. 
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4.4 User Manual Update 

The user manual is to be updated to match the latest specifications. The writing 

of the update is to be done by JOT Automation documentation department to 

ensure company policies and standards are met. The contents of the update are 

to be gathered by the thesis’ author.  

The update will be planned using a printed copy of the latest version of the han-

dler manual. Changes and additions will be marked on the printed document and 

then gathered to a single digital file and indicated so that future implementation 

into the user manual can be easily done. 

The parts of the user manual to be updated shall be compiled into a single, com-

prehensive document which is then forward to the document maker. The focus of 

the update is on the parts concerning HMI and machine control, but the manual 

in its entirety is to be reviewed for possible mistakes or inconsistencies.  
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5 EXECUTION 

This chapter goes through the work done during the project. All of the execution 

phase work is based on the plans made during the planning phase of the project 

with the tools and methods detailed in the earlier chapters.  

Along with the end results of the project work this chapter will detail the steps 

required to enable the successful execution of the project. These steps include 

the review of machine specifications, mechanical setup of the handler and estab-

lishing communication between different parts of the system.  

The project was executed largely in the same order as detailed in this chapter. 

5.1 Machine Specifications Update 

The M1’s existing flowcharts were reviewed to see whether they were still accu-

rate and up to date. The flowcharts’ accuracy was tested by running and moni-

toring the M1 test handler in Auto and Pass through modes and keeping an eye 

on the functionalities and tasks executed by the program. Inspection was done 

by monitoring the machine’s visible functionalities by eye and using CX-Program-

mer to monitor the processes running in the background. 

The review found very few things to be lacking. Contrary to the original plan, the 

integration of an HMI had not had much of an effect on the machine’s functions 

covered in the flowcharts and thus did not require major changes. HMI integration 

mainly concerns service, setup and configuration functionalities. 

Some needs for minor modifications were found. Changes and additions included 

naming changes, description changes, additional conditions and minor function-

alities. 

References to “Manual mode” were changed to “Service mode” to fit the current 

naming scheme. The code reader’s maximum re-read decision was changed 

from a fixed “Failed re-reads over 5” to “Over maximum fail limit”. Maximum fail 

limit is set in the GUI. Anchor points missing from some connectors were added. 
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Missing conditions were added as necessary. Flowcharts and modifications 

needed for demo mode functionality were made.  

Demo mode flowchart consists of starting either Auto or Pass through mode sub-

processes normally and running them with a modified DUT take out process. This 

process stops the DUT at the end of the outfeed conveyor, returns it to the start 

of the infeed conveyor and then drives it back to the infeed conveyor stopper.  

The result of the flowchart and machine specifications review is that currently no 

major changes are needed as functionality remains largely unchanged. Additions 

and corrections were made as necessary. The flowchart is ready for use and 

describes the machine’s functionality well. Changes to information regarding ser-

vice, setup and configuration modes and their functionality are updated in the 

user manual.  

5.2 Execution Pre-Requirements 

This chapter goes through the pre-requirements of the software updates including 

the machine’s mechanical setup, test box setup and establishing communica-

tions. The different setups were done in the in order of appearance. Each part is 

vital for the correct functioning of the machine and must be tested after comple-

tion to prevent problems moving onwards. 

This chapter assumes that the machine comes with working software pre-down-

loaded. Setup requires the user to have access to the necessary tools and soft-

ware. 

5.2.1 Machine Setup 

Machine setup, or commissioning, is the first pre-requirement for the successful 

execution of any further updates. It is done before the communications setup and 

the test box setup. Setup includes inspection, connecting and testing of the ma-

chine. Some functions can only be tested after the communications are estab-

lished. 
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A physical inspection of the machine was carried out at the start of the setup. This 

included making sure nothing looks broken or out of place, ensuring that every 

part is where it should be or that they were included in the shipment and that the 

general outlook of the machine is as specified. Inspection is made easier by re-

moving the M1’s cover panels as seen in picture 10. After the inspection the next 

step of the setup is to start making the necessary cable connections. 

 

PICTURE 10. The M1 test handler profile with covers off and test box in place. 

Connections required for full functionality include machine power feed, pneumat-

ics feed and Ethernet connections within the system. The power cables inside the 

system are connected first. This includes the peripherals panel, test box connec-

tion and PLC/HMI power connections.  

The machine has a single power feed that is connected to a regular 230 V output 

as the last part of the power connections setup. The main power switch is not 

turned on before all other connections are made to prevent possible malfunction-

ing. 

After the power cable connections are done the pneumatic tubes can be con-

nected. The pneumatics are fed through a single connector that splits into three 
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tubes. Only the test box’s pneumatics need to be connected separately, other 

cables come pre-connected.  

After ensuring that the pressurized air feed is compliant with the machine speci-

fications and the pneumatic cables are connected, the main air feed valve can be 

turned on. Power must not be turned on before ensuring that the pneumatics are 

correctly installed and no leaks appear anywhere. In case a test box is not used 

the third connector split can be blocked.  

After all connections are made the power can be turned on. The machine power 

is turned on with the main switch in the front panel and the test box is powered 

on with its own power switch on the back of the box. After powering up all instru-

ments and system parts the user must check that everything is functional and 

powered. This includes any peripherals, the HMI panel, indicator lights, the bea-

con and the PLC panel.  

After turning on the machine see if the HMI is communicating with the PLC. If a 

message stating “Communication Error: Station 0” appears, communication set-

tings are wrong and will be setup later. This will most likely happen on a fresh 

install. Fresh installations require all software to be downloaded manually. 

Before testing any functionalities the user must ensure that the machine’s con-

veyor width adjustment is correct for the PCB in use and that if there’s a box in 

place the conveyor, PCB and box inlet have matching widths. Width is adjusted 

manually by unlocking the hex nuts on both ends of the non-stationary part of the 

conveyor. Correct width can be verified by running a PCB through the machine 

manually and seeing that it moves without problems.  

Testing machine functionality can be started after all other parts of commissioning 

are done. Testing of a standalone machine without loop conveyors or other ma-

chines in the line can be done using the built-in Demo- and Dry Run mode func-

tionalities that return the DUT to the infeed conveyor after testing. These modes 

are used with Auto mode. 
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5.2.2 Communications Setup 

The PLC, test box and HMI communications settings have to be setup in such a 

way that the machines can successfully communicate with each other and the 

other parts of the system. The setup has to be done to ensure successful execu-

tion of the project’s other parts and the correct functionality of the handler.  

For communication between a CP1L-EM PLC and an X2 Base 7 HMI the user is 

required to setup Omron FINS (Factory Interface Network Service) communica-

tion. This requires access to CX-Programmer, iX Developer and the HMI internal 

service menu. The computer with which these settings are made must also be 

set to the correct (the same) IP address range as the other machines.  

For the purposes of this project the IP address range is set as 100.100.100.nnn 

along with a 255.255.255.0 subnet mask. The PLC used in the M1 uses the IP 

100.100.100.5, the HMI uses 100.100.100.55 and the PC used for setup is as-

signed to 100.100.100.20. The M10 test boxes use IP addresses that change 

depending on the box number, typically they are set up as 100.100.100.10n 

where n is the box number. On a fresh install the IP addresses for HMI, PLC, PC 

and test boxes will most likely be set as default (192.168.250.1 or similar) and 

must be changed to the correct ones.  

The test box used during this project uses the IP address 100.100.100.104. The 

test box IP address that the PLC connects to is set manually in the PLC software 

memory manager. The memory words D905 through D908 store the current box 

IP address. Before the HMI update the IP was set here one octet at a time in hex 

number format. After the HMI and PLC software updates this change can be done 

using the HMI panel.  

The test box’s setup, configuration and control can be done in its own HTML 

interface that can be accessed with an internet browser using the IP address 

assigned to the box. This is detailed in the corresponding chapter. 

The HMI’s IP address is changed in the service menu. It can be accessed upon 

booting the HMI and before a project is loaded. The IP address and subnet mask 
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are set to the correct range and the power is cycled to enable the settings. The 

user can also set date and time settings from the service menu. 

PLC FINS communication can be setup in the CX-Programmer Ethernet/IP set-

tings (picture 11). The user must assign the PLC a FINS node number and check 

that the FINS/UDP settings are correct. FINS node number is the same as the IP 

address’ last octet’s value. The PLC’s IP address changes after downloading the 

new settings. This will result in a connection error and the user must connect to 

the PLC using the new IP address going forward.  

 

PICTURE 11. PLC Built-In Ethernet settings with FINS setup in CX-Programmer.  

After successfully testing the new PLC communication settings the same settings 

can be assigned to the controller used in the iX Developer project. The controller’s 
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communication settings can be accessed in the Function menu under Tags -> 

Controllers -> Controller… and Settings…  

The desired controller manufacturer and communication protocol to use is cho-

sen in the Controller… menu. For communications within the M1 Omron FINS 

driver is chosen. FINS network settings are done under Settings…  As shown in 

pictures 12 and 13. 

 

PICTURE 12. FINS driver connection settings in iX Developer. 

Communication mode is set as Ethernet (UDP) with the default port (9600) in use. 

This port is the same as that set up in the PLC settings. FINS source address is 

the same as the HMI’s IP address’ last octet, in this case 55 (100.100.100.55). 

Default station is 0 by default. Advanced settings can be modified as necessary.  
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PICTURE 13. Controller/station settings in iX Developer. 

The controller/station to connect to is set in the Stations tab. The formerly set 

PLC IP settings are copied and accepted here. After making the necessary 

changes, download the project to the HMI. 

If every part of the communications setup is correct, no communication errors 

should appear and the box state should be visible in the HMI’s main menu.  

5.2.3 Test Box Setup 

The test box setup for the M1 is done at the end of the other setups as it needs 

pre-established communications to be properly done. Test box setup includes 

establishing connections, box positioning and configuring box settings. Physical 

connections are detailed in the Machine Setup chapter. The test box rests on the 

M1 box tray and is secured with two clamps on both sides at the back of the box. 

The box itself is stationary and the tray is moved to position the box correctly. 

This is done manually. 
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After the physical pneumatic, network and power connections are made the test 

box’s functionality can be tested by trying to access its HTML interface. The in-

terface can be accessed with a web browser by connecting to the current test box 

IP address. The assigned IP address should be visible on the back of the test box 

near the power switch. 

The HTML interface can be used for settings, debugging, monitoring and testing 

of test box functions. Before moving on with the test box positioning, ensure that 

the box status is correct, the box IP, type and model are correct and that it re-

sponds to commands.  

If the test box IP and other communication settings are correctly set in the PLC 

memory, the user can test issuing commands with the HMI from the I/O control 

screens. After any changes to test box configuration the power should be cycled 

to enable them.  

After the communications, connections and configuration setups are done and 

tested the box can be positioned. The tools needed for this include a spanner, a 

hex key and the HMI.  

The first thing is to check that the Test box in place –sensor is activated. If not, 

ensure that the box’s guide cylinder hits the guide hole on the box tray and that 

the sensor’s signal strength and position are correct. After the sensor is config-

ured the test box can be secured in place with the clamps at the back.  

After the box is positioned correctly and secured on the tray and communications 

are established between all parts of the machine the tray itself can be positioned.  

The user must first drive the M1 middle conveyor lift down from the HMI I/O con-

trol screen, issue a command from the same HMI screen or the HTML interface 

to open the box slide and then unlock the test box tray lock from the same HMI 

screen to allow horizontal positioning.  

After the lift is down and the box slide and the tray lock are open, the tray’s hori-

zontal repositioning can be done by unlocking the screws holding the tray in place 
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with a hex key (picture 14). The box must be positioned so that the lift fits the box 

inlet in use and does not hit the slide when moving up under any circumstances. 

The user must first have successfully done the width adjustment detailed in chap-

ter 5.2.1 to prevent collisions and ensure correct functionality. 

 

PICTURE 14. Screws preventing horizontal movement of the tray. 

After the horizontal positioning is done, the user must fasten the screws to pre-

vent the tray from moving during vertical positioning or machine operation. After 

ensuring the position is correct the user can test it by driving the middle lift up and 

seeing if it fits through the inlet without making contact.  

If the middle conveyor’s stopper is in the wrong position, it needs to be moved to 

a position where it fits through the inlet. This can be done by untightening the 

screws holding it and the sensor in place. Stopper position can be verified at the 

same time as other functions are tested by driving the lift down, box open, lift up 

and stopper up in the I/O screen.  
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If the box is too low or too high for correct operation, the tray height can be mod-

ified by unlocking the nuts holding the entire rack in place and tightening or loos-

ening the guide nuts until the tray is at correct height. The user must always en-

sure that the box is perfectly level to avoid malfunctions. After the test box is 

correctly positioned and the other parts of machine commissioning are success-

ful, the testing of machine functionality can be done.  

Testing of a standalone machine without return conveyors, lifts or other machines 

in the line such as the one used in this project can be done using the built-in 

Demo- and Dry Run mode functionalities that return the DUT to the infeed con-

veyor after testing. These functions are used with Auto mode to simulate normal 

machine functionality in a production line. 

5.3 HMI Software Update 

The update of the M1’s HMI software was done with the goal of further improving 

the M1’s user experience. The entire graphical outlook and functionality of the 

GUI was updated based on the M5. Some parts of the update were executed 

alongside the PLC software update to ensure compatibility.  

The update was carried out using iX Developer as the primary development en-

vironment with some changes being done to the PLC software with CX-Program-

mer when need arose. The update included graphical changes, unifying of graph-

ical elements, enhancing usability, clarifying navigation and creating new func-

tionalities with both iX Developer’s toolkit and C# scripting.  

Before starting the actual update process the network and communications set-

ups detailed in the previous chapters were done and the HMI used in the project 

was changed from the old X2 Base 5 to the new X2 Base 7. The old screen’s 

cables were unplugged from the machine and replaced with those of the new 

screen. 

The first part of the GUI update was the moving of elements to appropriate pages 

according to the revised GUI menu map (picture 9). New screens were created 

and elements moved as planned. The element’s appearances were updated at 
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the same time as they were moved to new positions. The appearances were 

modified to match the attributes of elements used in the M5 GUI. The background 

image was moved to its own screen and designated as a parent screen to make 

further development efforts less likely to move background elements by accident. 

Movement of elements to new pages warranted changes to the existing naviga-

tion implementation. Among other things a ladder program enabling returning to 

the previous page based on the state of the PLC program was created for con-

figuration, service and handler and test box control screens. The navigation 

scheme was unified with the M5 according to the GUI menu map as planned. 

After the GUI element replacements were done, the entire old password protec-

tion system was removed and remade based on that used in the M5. The old 

password protection system was implemented in the iX Developer project and 

featured a simple log in / log out authentication and user authorization system. It 

featured three authorization levels: operator, service and JOT. Screen features 

were enabled according to the authorization level of the currently logged in user. 

The old password protection system’s problem was the lack of automatic log out 

and the changing of current user. The new password protection system removes 

these problems entirely. 

The new password protection system features the same three levels of authori-

zation as the old one but access is gained in a different way. Instead of enabling 

and disabling features entirely, all features can be accessed by the user when 

the machine is in idle mode. Upon trying to access a feature requiring authoriza-

tion, e.g. the service menu, the user is prompt for a password associated with the 

level of protection assigned to the feature. For example, accessing the service 

menu requires the user to have authorization to use level 2 (service) features 

(picture 15).  
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PICTURE 15.The new password prompt.  

The password level prompt is unique to each feature. As the password protection 

is a feature on its own pop-up screen, a value is assigned to a variable upon 

access request to identify which function the user tried to access last and where 

to forward the user if the password is successfully entered. If the user is unsuc-

cessful in entering the password, they are simply prompt to enter it again or exit 

the password screen. The new password protection system is scripted primarily 

in C#.  

Features added and modified in parallel with the PLC software update included 

state, alarm and information texts, test box IP address modification, box control 

changes and PLC software version information. 

States, alarms and information shown on the HMI screen are controlled by the 

state of the PLC software for most part. The control of these messages was up-

dated as was necessary. Each message is assigned to a specific value in a text 

library in the HMI. When the state of the PLC software changes, a value corre-

sponding with an appropriate state message in the text library is moved to a var-

iable (picture 16) that is then read on the HMI and the correct message is shown 

(picture 17.) 
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PICTURE 16. UINT value 14 is moved to the GUI_InfoText variable when the 

conditions are true. 

 

PICTURE 17. Message assigned to the value 14 in the HMI text library. 

For example, picture 16 shows a line of ladder code that controls the display of a 

message assigned to the value 14. Picture 17 shows the message assigned to 

the value 14 in the HMI text library. When the assigned conditions are true the 

UINT value 14 is moved to the GUI_InfoText variable and the associated mes-

sage is shown on the HMI. In the example pictures the conditions require the 

machine to be in demo mode and idling: neither auto nor pass through modes 

have started.  

A test box IP monitoring and control screen (picture 18) was created. The user is 

able to modify the PLC’s current test box connection settings from this page with-

out having to have access to the PLC program itself. This enables changing of 

test boxes by people without access to the tools required. Previously access to 

either CX-Programmer or the test box HTML interface was needed to enable 

communication. 
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PICTURE 18. Test box settings window. 

This screen can be accessed from both configuration and service screens. Code 

was created to enable returning to the screen the user came from. This page can 

also be used to troubleshoot, setup and test the functionality of a newly imple-

mented or a just connected test box.  

The user can now keep track of the current PLC and HMI program versions by 

viewing it on the GUI information screen shown in picture 19. This feature helps 

with troubleshooting as the user can quickly identify whether the machine is using 

the correct software versions or not. The PLC version information is fetched from 

the PLC software and the HMI version is fetched from the current HMI project 

filename using a system tag in iX Developer.  
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PICTURE 19. GUI information screen. 

The HMI software updates were tested alongside the PLC software updates to 

ensure correct functionality. The results of the test confirmed the success of the 

HMI software update. Tests were done for configuration, service and normal op-

eration with the screen. Additions made to the HMI work as expected.  

The update resulted in a HMI software which meets the criteria defined by the 

commissioner at the beginning of the project. The screens graphical interface 

resembles that of the M5 where applicable and the program is ready to use. The 

following page features images of the original M1 home screen (picture 20), the 

home screen after the HMI update (picture 21) and a picture of the M5 home 

screen (picture 22) for reference. 
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PICTURE 20. Old M1 home screen. 

 

PICTURE 21. New M1 home screen. 

 

PICTURE 22. M5 home screen. 
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5.4 PLC Software Update 

The M1 PLC software update’s goal was to further develop the latest version of 

the M1 software according to released software made for a client project, the 

M5’s solutions, and a previous to-do list. Along with these sources of modifica-

tions, the program was changed based on things found lacking during the devel-

opment and testing processes.  

The updates were done using a demo version M1 software as the baseline. They 

were executed using CX-Programmer and partially overlapped the HMI software 

update. Improvements were made up until the time the machine left based on 

feedback given. The updates were tested and confirmed to be successful at the 

start of October before the machine left for the exhibition.  

The changes done during the project were documented in an external file and 

internally in a program section reserved for version information (picture 26). The 

documentation can be used to track the changes made to the program if further 

development is done. 

The software update resulted in multiple new features, bug fixes, quality of life 

enhancements, further integration of the HMI and a cleanup of the program.  

The cleanup was the first part of the update process. The machine’s I/O list was 

reviewed, unnecessary symbols were removed and the program was screened 

for redundant code.  

The I/O list cleanup was done manually by cross-referencing and examining 

every symbol on the list individually. The removal of unneeded program code was 

done much the same way. All program sections were screened for code that had 

been previously bypassed or otherwise deemed unnecessary and these parts 

were removed. The machine’s functionality was tested after and during the 

cleanup and before proceeding with the next updates to ensure nothing vital was 

deleted. Backups were taken during the process to ensure reverting changes 

would be possible if need arose. 
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The modifications done on the control of handler and test box states and machine 

information are among the quality of life updates. The updated texts more accu-

rately resemble the current state of the system. These are controlled in the PLC 

program and shown on the HMI screen as demonstrated in pictures 16 and 17 in 

chapter 5.3. Updates to states include resetting them if an alarm triggers, pre-

venting incorrect information from showing and making sure that an undefined 

message is never shown on the HMI.  

The machine’s demo mode was developed further. The demo mode can be used 

to test the M1’s functionality by returning the current DUT from the outfeed to the 

infeed conveyor after testing or otherwise passing through. The modifications and 

additions resulted in multiple bugs being removed and enable the testing of entire 

machine functionality.  

Problems solved in regards to demo mode functionality included modifications to 

machine stopping procedures upon exiting demo mode and when using pass 

through demo mode, added clarity for the user that the machine is in demo mode 

with state texts and resetting demo mode when the machine is stopped. Running 

the machine in pass through demo mode is now possible and no longer causes 

any unexpected behavior.  
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PICTURE 23. Test box IP address modification. 

The test box IP address modification (picture 23) is done by moving IP address 

information input on the HMI from the input words, D805 through D808, to the 

memory areas the IP address is stored in on the PLC, D905 through D908. The 

IP address is stored in four 16-bit data areas (words). It is input on the HMI screen 

(picture 18) in string format, split into four octets with dots removed, translated 

into hex values and stored one octet at a time. The memory data is retained to 

prevent loss of power from clearing the machine’s settings. Changing the box IP 

address was previously done by directly accessing the PLC memory and modify-

ing it there. 

A test box reset and initialize command was added to the screen shown in picture 

18. At the press of a button a prompt is given to the PLC to command the test 

box to reset and re-initialize itself if the required conditions are met. (Picture 24.) 
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PICTURE 24. Test box reset and initialize prompt. 

The reset and initialize command can be used as a part of machine commission-

ing, troubleshooting and changing of test boxes along with the IP address modi-

fication function.  
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The current PLC software version info is stored in the PLC memory and moved 

to a word in string format to be read on the HMI (picture 19). The information is 

updated on the OperateOnDelay bit’s rising edge pulse (picture 25.) 

 

PICTURE 25. Software version information to HMI. 

The character support for BCR code length was updated from 40 to 120 charac-

ters according to the work done in a previous client project. This was done by 

modifying the code reader’s programming in the PLC software and altering the 

associated memory data areas accordingly. The change enables processing of 

DUTs with long product codes if the optional code reader is enabled. 

The pass through mode update enables the starting of the machine in said mode 

if a test box is in place and if the box’s slide is open. Previously the user had to 

manually close the test box’s slide prior to initialization in case it was in any other 

position. Changes done to pass through mode prevent the machine from becom-

ing stuck during the pass through initialization if a test box is in place.  

The machine now initializes itself in pass through mode as it would in auto mode: 

drives the middle lift down, closes the test box slide, drives the middle lift up, 

looks for unknown DUTs on the conveyor and drives them out as fail DUTs if any 

are found. After this normal pass through functionality is carried out. The mode 
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was also changed so that it no longer stops the DUT at the infeed conveyor stop-

per unnecessarily.  

Numerous bug fixes were done during the update. The changes were docu-

mented internally (picture 26) in the software itself and in an external changelog 

document.  

 

PICTURE 26. Example of documentation in software version information. 

The corrections included the following and more:  

 Making sure that the machine’s operation mode resets correctly when the 

machine is stopped.  

 Ensuring that when warnings or alarms are triggered during operation, 

configuration or service they do not leave the operator and the machine 

stuck due to modes not resetting. Alarms and warnings change the screen 

visible on the HMI to the alarm viewer screen. If the current operation 

mode is not reset from the background, it will stay on and incorrectly pre-

vent further operation until complete reset of the machine is done. 

 Guaranteeing that DUT’s do not get stuck in between actions if the ma-

chine is stopped or the current operation mode is changed. Ongoing move-

ments are now finished and operation is stopped when no DUTs are mov-

ing and no tests are in progress.  

 The flag signaling that GUI boot process is ready is bypassed if the HMI 

screen value is other than 0. This prevents the Operate On -permission 

from turning false due to updating the PLC software and not cycling the 

HMI’s power afterwards. GUI boot ready flag is not retained after loss of 

power and is only set to true upon leaving the GUI boot screen.  
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 A fix for a bug where the infeed conveyor running backwards would not 

stop at the press of stop button when returning DUT from outfeed to infeed 

conveyor in pass through demo mode was implemented. The machine 

now stops operation when the DUT reaches the infeed conveyor sensor 

as it should.  

The PLC software’s primary tests were done using the demo mode functionality 

and the dry run mode functionality. The tests were executed with the machine in 

automatic mode.  

What this means is that the DUTs in the machine were driven as normal to the 

test box (auto mode), the commands used for engaging a DUT for testing in the 

connected test box were issued as normal without actual testing happening (dry 

run mode) and after the test was done the DUT was driven out to the outfeed 

conveyor and then returned to the infeed conveyor for another testing sequence 

to take place (demo mode). 

Along with the auto mode tests, the machine’s new pass through mode function-

ality was tested similarly by making use of the demo mode for DUT returning.  

Tests done on the software ensured that no problems should occur during normal 

operation. The final testing done at the end of the project made certain that the 

program updates were a success. The machine now works as intended, the goals 

set were met, the operation control and monitoring using the machine’s HMI is 

now clearer and the software is ready for deployment and further development.  

5.5 User Manual Update 

The user manual update for the M1 was carried out as the last part of the project. 

The manual update was done based on the latest version of the user manual 

including the HMI from January 2018. A copy of this version was printed out and 

changes to be made were plotted on paper upon review.  
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The review found multiple parts lacking or containing old information. The errors 

were corrected and the manual was brought up to date to match the current func-

tionalities of the M1. After the needed updates were made on the paper copy they 

were translated into a digital form categorized by page, chapter and paragraph to 

provide clarity.  

The revision of the manual consisted of changing, removing and making additions 

to the base manual. Changes made included correcting typographical errors, 

changing word forms, adding functional descriptions and updating pictures asso-

ciated with the chapter to match the current form. Updated pictures consist of 

various modified HMI screens. Modifications to functional descriptions revolve 

around the changes done to the HMI software and the references to old versions’ 

manual mode buttons and switches. Changed parts of text were marked with ital-

icized font for clarity. 

Parts of the manual referencing out of date software functionality were removed. 

This includes things such as having to manually close a potentially open test box 

slide to start machine in pass through mode. Removed parts of the text were 

marked with bold letters. 

An additional chapter regarding machine configuration was made for the added 

test box settings –functionality. This chapter includes a brief on how to configure 

and control the test box with the HMI. Configuration mainly concerns changing 

the IP address of the connected test box that the PLC tries to connect to.  

After the writing of the compilation document was done, it was reviewed for mis-

takes and sent to the document makers for future implementation along with a 

file containing all of the pictures taken and the original paper copy on which the 

changes were planned. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

The project and the thesis were finished in time and largely according to plan. 

The goals defined in the beginning were met and all of the updates were suc-

cessful. No large problems arose during the course of the project, although some 

parts were relatively challenging. The machine testing was executed without a 

return conveyor/lift setup in the built-in demo mode.  

At the start of the project it became evident that the work done on the M1 would 

face a hard time limit as the machine was to be shipped to an exhibition for demo 

purposes around a month after beginning the majority of updates. The limited 

timespan, however, was not much of an issue and all of the planned updates and 

testing were carried out on time. The limited time and real deadline could even 

be seen as a good thing as it positively affected the project’s pace and created a 

great incentive to finish the productization project effectively as testing of software 

would become much harder without the actual machine at hand. 

As for meeting the goals of the project most things were successful. The end 

results of the machine specifications/flowchart updates and the user manual up-

date differ from what was defined and/or expected at the beginning. The flowchart 

update differs as upon review the flowcharts were found to match the machine’s 

functionality well for most part. The user manual update was not implemented in 

the actual document and the parts to-be-updated were instead compiled on an 

external document.  

The biggest difference between the definition and the end result of the specifica-

tion update was that the integration of an HMI had not largely affected the core 

functionality of the machine, only the operation. Operation along with service and 

configuration is not necessary to be featured on the flowcharts. Still, the goal of 

reviewing and updating the machine specifications if necessary was met. Minor 

additions were made in the form of naming changes and demo mode additions 

such as returning DUT from out to infeed conveyor.  
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The user manual review and update resulted in a comprehensive document de-

tailing the changes needed to match the current machine functionality. The 

changes could possibly have been done to the original work document but were 

done instead in a separate document to prevent any mistakes in implementation 

caused by a writer not familiar with the company documentation guidelines.  

Both the PLC and the HMI updates were successful and the defined goals were 

met. The resulting software is ready-to-use in a production line setup. However, 

it should first be validated using actual DUTs and a return conveyor/lift setup. The 

tests done on the machine to date show no problems with functionality which 

indicates that no problems would surface in an actual test environment either. 

Upon review of both the HMI and the PLC software some further minor changes 

were made according to the feedback from the supervisor of the bachelor’s thesis 

and the software were confirmed to be in working order.  

The M1’s new HMI GUI now looks and functions largely the same as the M5 GUI 

where applicable, as was defined. The elements are the same in terms of sizing, 

coloring and placement where possible. Some additional graphics and quality of 

life type updates were done in the process, too. Learning to program with C# was 

among the key competences needed for creating and finishing the updated HMI. 

Navigation in the HMI is now more intuitive and should feel familiar to a user 

accustomed to the M5 and vice versa. In a production environment this translates 

to a lowered machine update threshold as the user will already be somewhat 

familiar with how the UI and setup works before ever touching the other machine.  

The PLC update resulted in a software that is up to par with other released ver-

sions and includes multiple new, enhanced and modified features. The software 

is now in working condition and can be used in further development endeavors 

or as the machine’s primary software. However, it is not compatible with a version 

of the M1 that does not employ a HMI.  

Due to lack of time to do in-depth testing of the new software solutions, larger 

HMI not being mechanically integrated yet, and the fact that the users operating 
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the demo machine at the exhibition it was sent to were already accustomed to 

the old software versions, at the end of the bachelor’s thesis project the old soft-

ware solutions were returned to the machine from backups.  

The wide range of different changes done to the PLC software not only resulted 

in a better-than-previous software solution but also in a great learning experience 

for myself. This applies equally to the work done on the HMI. The PLC software’s 

functionality was updated to be comparable to that of the M5 where applicable, 

although many further development paths and future possibilities are still open.  

6.1 Further development possibilities 

Further development possibilities are various and constantly change. As the M1 

is the “little brother” of the M5 in terms of functionality, things to implement will 

most likely be largely based on the progress done in the M5’s development. This 

includes upgrades to both the HMI and the PLC software and any possible hard-

ware modifications yet to be planned.  

Development ideas and discussion included things such as PLC hardware up-

dates, feature updates, problems possibly emerging from updates, problems re-

lated to updates and whether or not some things should or should not be taken 

into account.  

The machine’s PLC could be updated and upgraded from the CP1L-EM to the 

NX1P2 to further enhance machine compatibility and simplify the software devel-

opment between the M1 and the M5.  

Changing the PLC used would enable development and debugging in the same 

IDE making exporting and importing new features between machines much eas-

ier. This could also lower license costs and future-proof the machine. A question 

arose as to whether the rework would be worth the cost and ould the additional 

modernization work on the machine’s software ever pay itself back? Would the 

benefits outweigh the negative aspects?  
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Updating the PLC as aforementioned would mean recreating the entire software 

in Sysmac Studio. After the software work is done, any future updates could be 

directly implemented between machines employing the N-series PLC’s when 

necessary. Further software development could be simplified.  

Service and commissioning could be made easier by a more modern solution. 

The solution would be future-proof in the sense that the newer PLC and IDE are 

almost guaranteed to have a longer product lifetime and product support than the 

older solutions. This translates to greater maintenance and replacement security 

in case problems arise. 

The PLC hardware upgrade would engage designers specialized in different sec-

tions of machine design to rework a machine meant to be “entry-level”. Would the 

time required for mechanical, software and automation translate into an increase 

in machine price? Would that in turn change the way the machine is perceived? 

Would it decrease interest?  

As the machine is meant to be a low threshold update to a low volume production 

line the importance of price as a suitability factor increases. An entry-level ma-

chine is not expected to include as many features as the higher-end products in 

the M-series line up. Price optimization is a must.  

Mechanical integration of the larger HMI screen is pending at the time of writing 

of this document. It’ll require the top part of the machine’s chassis to be increased 

in size and the schematics to be updated as there currently is not enough space 

to fit the bigger screen. The possible integration of the larger screen will enhance 

the user experience drastically (own opinion). The software to enable the use of 

the larger screen is already ready for use and proven to work.  
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Source of the picture: see reference 18.  
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SMEMA electrical interface schematic. 

Source of picture: see reference 4. 
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SMEMA electrical interface functional description. 

Source of picture: see reference 4. 

 

SMEMA signal logic and timing tables. 

Source of picture: see reference 4.  
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SMEMA timing diagrams. 
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